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Martin Duke
Adoption Call

Stephen Farrell: "not sure if all the text is fully baked"

Brian Carpenter: probably doesn't cover all contingencies

Michael Richardson: WGLC immediately
Jay Daley

- Separate “emergency” (> 12 weeks) from “non-emergency” and have more consultation from the former
- LLC and IESG
  - current draft -- LLC assesses safety/feasibility, IESG considers attendance
  - suggest 80% of regular attendees don’t face obstacles?
- Other rewordings I will implement
* Safety assessed by US State and UKFO
  - currently in English, insurance contracts, need one to cover travel to US
  - some other formulation?

* Reimbursement:
  - currently: IETF fees, unless this would threaten solvency
  - recommendation: include travel fees?